HANDS,

FACE,

SPACE

HANDS
Hand sanitize at regular intervals, especially if you have to touch communal surfaces or
equipment. Once you are home, remember to wash your hands thoroughly.
FACE
Face masks There is no current requirement from the Government for face masks to be worn
whilst participating in sport and physical activity outdoors.
SPACE
Social distancing Social s a distance of 2m between people from different households, or 1m plus
mitigations (such as face coverings or avoiding face-to-face contact) where 2m is not possible.
We recommend that players maintain social distancing of 2m

Use of equipment

SPRAY CHALK ONLY... Only spray chalk should be used, for with school chalk
there is a need to steady another person’s bowl with one hand to apply the mark. The owner then
subsequently handles the bowl to remove the mark and given the very short time frame involved
between two persons touching the same object the possible risk of virus transfer is considered great.

Equipment Try to avoid using shared equipment whenever possible. If you are sharing equipment, for
example jacks/mats, practice strict hand hygiene. Should measuring be necessary, players (or marker if
used) must use their own measure. Currently only the following items may be utilised • Mat, Pushers, •
Bowls, • Jack, Scorecards (these should be retained by one person only if required) •

LOCKERS

Lockers are NOT to be used

SPECTATORS/VISITORS Spectators and all non players are now required
to “log in” on a sheet provided in the conservatory no matter how short the duration of the visit.
For Government have stated that arrangements should be put in place to support test and trace
efforts by collecting information from spectators which is detailed enough to allow NHS Test
and Trace to contact them if necessary.

MAT SANATISING Please use the wipes provided and not the sanitizer spray
when wiping down mats for continued dousing of the mats with spray is leaving residue marks on the
green. If mats do become sticky then please rinse with cold fresh water available between
Sherborne and Conservatory

.
. Please take your rubbish (including used wipes) home with you or place in
green receptacle by the gate, we have no regular bin emptying routine and more and more waste in
being blown/ found around the perimeter of the green.

Of our indoor facilities, at present, only the toilets and Conservatory (for
collection and return of hygiene boxes) are to be used Personal items should not be left nor
changing undertaken in any of our indoor areas

Please help us, to help you enjoy a game of bowls in as safe a Covid secure environment as we can
possibly provide

Many thanks

Rob White
Acting Secretary

